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Abstrat
We alulate the reli density of the lightest neutralino in a supersymmetri seesaw type-II
(triplet seesaw) model with minimal supergravity boundary onditions at the GUT sale. The
presene of a triplet below the GUT sale, required to explain measured neutrino data in this
setup, leads to a harateristi deformation of the spartile spetrum with respet to the pure
mSugra expetations, aeting the alulated reli dark matter (DM) density. We disuss how the
DM allowed regions in the (m0,M1/2) plane hange as a funtion of the (type-II) seesaw sale.
We also ompare the onstraints imposed on the models parameter spae form upper limits on
lepton avour violating (LFV) deays to those imposed by DM. Finally, we briey omment on
unertainties in the alulation of the reli neutralino density due to unertainties in the measured
top and bottom masses.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Standard osmology requires the existene of a non-baryoni dark matter (DM) ontri-
bution to the total energy budget of the universe [1, 2℄. In the past few years estimates of
the DM abundane have beome inreasingly preise. Indeed, the Partile Data Group now
quotes at 1 σ .l. [3℄
ΩDMh
2 = 0.105± 0.008. (1)
Sine the data from the WMAP satellite [4, 5℄ and large sale struture formation [6℄ is
best tted if the DM is old, weakly interating mass partiles (WIMP) are urrently the
preferred explanation. While there is ertainly no shortage of WIMP andidates (lists an be
found in many reviews, see for example [1, 2, 7, 8℄), the literature is ompletely dominated
by studies of the lightest neutralino.
Neutrino osillation experiments have shown that neutrinos have non-zero mass and mix-
ing angles [9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄ and the most reent global ts to all data [14℄ onrm again
that the mixing angles are surprisingly lose to the so-alled tri-bimaximal mixing (TBM)
values [15℄. In the minimal supersymmetri extension of the standard model (MSSM) with
onserved R-parity neutrino masses are zero for the same reasons as in the SM. However, it
was shown long ago that if neutrinos are Majorana partiles, their mass is desribed by a
unique dimension-5 operator [16℄
mν =
f
Λ
(HL)(HL). (2)
All (Majorana) neutrino mass models redue to this operator at low energies. If f is a
oeient O(1), urrent neutrino data indiates Λ <∼ O(1015) GeV. This is the essene of the
seesaw mehanism. There are three dierent tree-level realizations of the seesaw, lassied
as type-I, type-II and type-III in [17℄. Type-I is the well-known ase of the exhange of a
heavy fermioni singlet [18, 19, 20℄. Type-II orresponds to the exhange of a salar triplet
[21, 22℄. One ould also add one (or more) fermioni triplets to the eld ontent of the SM
[23℄. This is alled seesaw type-III in [17℄.
Neutrino experiments at low energies measure only fαβ/Λ, thus observables outside the
neutrino setor will ultimately be needed to learn about the origin of eq. (2). Augmenting
the SM with a high-sale seesaw mehanism does not lead to any oneivable phenomenol-
ogy apart from neutrino masses, but if weak sale supersymmetry exists indiret probes into
the high energy world might be possible. Two kind of measurements ontaining suh indi-
ret information exist in priniple, lepton avour violating (LFV) observables and spartile
masses.
Assuming omplete avour blindness in the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters at
some large sale, the neutrino Yukawa matries will, in general, lead to non-zero avour
violating entries in the slepton mass matries, if the seesaw sale is lower than the sale at
whih SUSY is broken. This was rst pointed out in [24℄. The resulting LFV proesses have
been studied in many publiations, for low-energy observables suh as µ → eγ and µ − e
onversion in seesaw type-I see for example [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31℄, for seesaw type-II
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[32, 33℄. LFV ollider observables have also been studied in a number of papers, see for
example [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45℄.
Mass measurements in the spartile setor will not only be neessary to learn about the
mehanism of SUSY breaking in general, but might also reveal indiations about the sale
of the seesaw mehanism. However, very preise knowledge of masses will be neessary
before one an learn about the high sale parameters [46, 47℄. Espeially interesting in
this ontext is the observation that from the dierent soft salar and gaugino masses one
an dene ertain ombinations (invariants) whih are nearly onstant over large parts of
mSugra spae. Adding a seesaw mehanism of type-II or type-III these invariants hange in
a harateristi way as a funtion of the seesaw sale and are thus espeially suited to extrat
information about the high energy parameters [48℄. Note, however, that the invariants are
onstants in mSugra spae only in leading order and that quantitatively important 2-loop
orretions exist [33℄.
In this paper we study neutralino dark matter [49, 50, 51℄ within a supersymmetri
type-II seesaw model with mSugra boundary onditions. For deniteness, the model we
onsider onsists of the MSSM partile spetrum to whih we add a single pair of 15- and
15-plets. This is the simplest supersymmetri type-II setup, whih allows one to maintain
gauge oupling uniation [32℄ and explain measured neutrino osillation data.
In mSugra - assuming a standard thermal history of the early universe
1
- only four
very spei regions in parameter spae an orretly explain the most reent WMAP data
[5℄. These are (i) the bulk region; (ii) the o-annihilation line; (iii) the fous point line
and (iv) the higgs funnel region. In the bulk region there are no spei relations among
the spartile masses. However, all spartiles are rather light in this region, so it is already
very onstrained from the view point of low-energy data [53℄. In the o-annihilation line
the lightest salar tau is nearly degenerate with the lightest neutralino, thus reduing the
neutralino reli density with respet to naive expetations [50, 54℄. In the fous point line
[54, 55℄ Ωχ0
1
h2 is small enough to explain ΩDMh
2
due to a rather small value of µ leading to
an enhaned higgsino omponent in the lightest neutralino and thus an enhaned oupling to
the Z0 boson. Lastly, at large tan β an s-hannel resonane pair annihilation of neutralinos
through the CP-odd higgs boson an beome important. This is alled the higgs funnel
region [51℄.
The addition of the 15 and 15 pair at the high sale does not, in general, lead to the
appearane of new allowed regions. However, the deformed spartile spetrum with respet
to mSugra expetations leads to harateristi hanges in the allowed regions as a funtion
of the unknown seesaw sale. We disuss these hanges in detail and ompare the results to
other indiret onstraints, namely, the observed neutrino masses and upper limits on LFV
proesses. We onentrate on the seesaw type-II sheme, sine for mSugra + seesaw type-I
the hanges in the DM allowed regions with respet to pure mSugra are, in general, expeted
to be tiny.
2
1
In models with non-standard thermal history the relation between spartile masses and reli density an
be lost ompletely [52℄.
2
We have onrmed this general expetation with some sample alulations. However, an exeptional ase
3
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next setion we briey summarize
the main ingredients of the model and give a short disussion of mSugra and the expeted
hanges in spartile masses in our setup with respet to mSugra. In setion (III) we present
our numerial results. This is the main setion of the urrent paper, where we disuss in
detail how the introdution of a 15 hanges the predited DM abundane as a funtion
of the seesaw sale. We also onfront the DM allowed regions with onstraints from non-
observation of LFV proesses and briey omment on DM in mSugra with a seesaw type-I.
We then lose with a short summarizing disussion in setion (IV).
II. SETUP: MSUGRA AND SU(5) MOTIVATED TYPE-II SEESAW
In this setion we summarize the main features of the model we will use in the numerial
alulation. We will always refer to minimal Supergravity (mSugra) as the standard against
whih we ompare all our results. The model onsists in extending the MSSM partile
spetrum by a pair of 15 and 15. It is the minimal supersymmetri seesaw type-II model
whih maintains gauge oupling uniation [32℄.
mSugra is speied by 4 ontinuous and one disrete parameter [57℄. These are usually
hosen to be m0, the ommon salar mass, M1/2, the gaugino mass parameter, A0, the
ommon trilinear parameter, tanβ = v2
v1
and the sign of µ. m0, M1/2 and A0 are dened at
the GUT sale, the RGEs are known at the 2-loop level [58℄.
Under SU(3)× SUL(2)× U(1)Y the 15 deomposes as
15 = S + T + Z (3)
S ∼ (6, 1,−2
3
), T ∼ (1, 3, 1), Z ∼ (3, 2, 1
6
).
The SU(5) invariant superpotential reads as
W =
1√
2
Y155¯ · 15 · 5¯ + 1√
2
λ15¯H · 15 · 5¯H + 1√
2
λ25H · 15 · 5H +Y510 · 5¯ · 5¯H (4)
+ Y1010 · 10 · 5H +M1515 · 15 +M55¯H · 5H
Here, 5¯ = (dc, L), 10 = (uc, ec, Q), 5H = (t, H2) and 5¯H = (t¯, H1). Below the GUT sale in
the SU(5)-broken phase the potential ontains the terms
1√
2
(YTLT1L+ YSd
cSdc) + YZd
cZL+ Ydd
cQH1 + Yuu
cQH2 + Yee
cLH1 (5)
+
1√
2
(λ1H1T1H1 + λ2H2T2H2) +MTT1T2 +MZZ1Z2 +MSS1S2 + µH1H2
Yd, Yu and Ye generate quark and harged lepton masses in the usual manner. In addition
there are the matries YT , YS and YZ . For the ase of a omplete 15, apart from alulable
threshold orretions, YT = YS = YZ and MT , MS and MZ are determined from M15 by the
has been presented reently in [56℄, see the more detailed disussion in setion (III).
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RGEs. As long as MZ ∼ MS ∼ MT ∼ M15 gauge oupling uniation will be maintained.
The equality need not be exat for suessful uniation.
The triplet T1 has the orret quantum numbers to generate neutrino masses via the
rst term in eq. (5). Integrating out the heavy triplets at their mass sale a dimension-5
operator of the form eq. (2) is generated and after eletro-weak symmetry breaking the
resulting neutrino mass matrix an be written as
mν =
v22
2
λ2
MT
YT . (6)
Here v2 is the vauum expetation value of Higgs doublet H2 and we use the onvention
〈Hi〉 = vi√2 . mν an be diagonalized in the standard way with a unitary matrix U , ontaining
in general 3 angles and 3 phases. Note that YˆT = U
T · YT · U is diagonalized by the
same matrix as mν . This means that if all neutrino eigenvalues, angles and phases were
known, YT would be ompletely xed up to an overall onstant, whih an be written as
MT
λ2
≃ 1015GeV
(
0.05 eV
mν
)
. Thus, urrent neutrino data requires MT to be lower than the
GUT sale by (at least) an order or magnitude.
The full set of RGEs for the 15 + 15 an be found in [32℄ and in the numerial alu-
lation, presented in the next setion, we solve the exat RGEs. However, for a qualitative
understanding of the results, the following approximative solutions are quite helpful.
For the gaugino masses one nds in leading order
Mi(mSUSY ) =
αi(mSUSY )
α(MG)
M1/2. (7)
Eq. (7) implies that the ratio M2/M1, whih is measured at low-energies, has the usual
mSugra value, but the relationship to M1/2 is hanged. Negleting the Yukawa ouplings
Y15 (see below), for the soft mass parameters of the rst two generations one gets
m2
f˜
= M20 +
3∑
i=1
cf˜i
((
αi(MT )
α(MG)
)2
fi + f
′
i
)
M21/2, (8)
fi =
1
bi
(
1−
[
1 +
αi(MT )
4pi
bi log
M2T
m2Z
]−2)
,
f ′i =
1
bi +∆bi
(
1−
[
1 +
α(MG)
4pi
(bi +∆bi) log
M2G
M2T
]−2)
. (9)
5
The various oeients cf˜i an be found in [33℄. The gauge ouplings are given as
α1(mZ) =
5αem(mZ)
3 cos2 θW
, α2(mZ) =
αem(mZ)
sin2 θW
, (10)
αi(mSUSY ) =
αi(mZ)
1− αi(mZ )
4pi
bSMi log
m2
SUSY
m2
Z
,
αi(MT ) =
αi(mSUSY )
1− αi(mSUSY )
4pi
bi log
M2
T
m2
SUSY
,
αi(MG) =
αi(MT )
1− αi(MT )
4pi
(bi +∆bi) log
M2
G
M2
T
.
with bSMi and b
MSSM
i being the usual standard model and MSSM oeients. ∆bi = 7 for
all i in ase of a omplete 15-plet.
We an estimate the soft mass parameters given the above formulas for a given hoie of
m0,M1/2 and M15 = MT . We show some arbitrarily hosen examples in g. (1). Note that
the result shown is approximate, sine we are (a) using the leading log approximation and (b)
two loop eets are numerially important, espeially for mQ, but not inluded. The gure
serves to show that for any M15 < MGUT the resulting mass parameters are always smaller
than the mSugra expetations for the same hoie of initial parameters (m0,M1/2). While
the exat values depend on (m0,M1/2) and on the other mSugra parameters, this feature is
quite generally true in all of the (m0,M1/2) plane. Note, that the running is dierent for
the dierent salar mass parameters, but the ratio of the gaugino mass parameters M1/M2
always stays lose to the mSugra expetation, M1 ≃ 53 tan2 θWM2.
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FIG. 1: Analytially alulated running of salar (to the left) and gaugino mass parameters (to
the right), leading order only. The mass parameters are alulated as a funtion of M15 for the
mSugra parameters m0 = 70 GeV and M1/2 = 250 GeV. For M15 ≃ 2 × 1016 GeV the mSugra
values are reovered. Smaller M15 lead to smaller soft masses in all ases. Note that the running is
dierent for the dierent mass parameters with gaugino masses running faster than slepton mass
parameters.
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this setion we disuss our numerial results. All the plots shown below are based
on the program pakages SPheno [59℄ and mirOMEGAs [60, 61℄. We use SPheno V3 [62℄,
inluding the RGEs for the 15 + 15 ase [32, 33℄ at the 2-loop level for gauge ouplings and
gaugino masses and at one-loop level for the remaining MSSM parameters and the 15-plet
parameters, for a disussion see [33℄. For any given set of mSugra and 15-plet parameters
SPheno alulates the supersymmetri partile spetrum at the eletro-weak sale, whih
is then interfaed with mirOMEGAs2.2 [63℄ to alulate the reli density of the lightest
neutralino, Ωχ0
1
h2.
For the standard model parameters we use the PDG 2008 values [3℄, unless speied
otherwise. As disussed below, espeially important are the values (and errors) of the bottom
and top quark masses, mb = 4.2+ 0.17− 0.07 GeV and mt = 171.2± 2.1 GeV. Note, the mt
is understood to be the pole-mass and mb(mb) is the MS mass. As the allowed range for
ΩDMh
2
we always use the 3 σ .l. boundaries as given in [3℄, i.e. ΩDMh
2 = [0.081, 0.129].
Note, however that the use of 1 σ ontours results in very similar plots, due to the small
error bars.
In the seesaw setor we have the parameters onneted with the 15-plets, i.e. M15, Y15,
λ1 and λ2. For the alulation of the dark matter abundane the most important parameter is
M15. It has turned out that the eets of Y15, λ1 and λ2 on the reli abundane of neutralinos
are very minor. Note, however, that as disussed in the previous setion, atmospheri
neutrino osillation data an not be explained in our setup, if the triplet mass is larger than
approximatelyM15 = MT = 10
15
GeV. Also, the non-observation of lepton avour violating
(LFV) deays puts an upper bound on M15. The latter, however, is strongly dependent on
tan β and depends also on m0 and M1/2. We will rst show results using dierent values
of MT as free parameter, without paying attention to neutrino masses and LFV. We will
disuss how our results hange for orretly tted neutrino masses and angles towards the
end of this setion, where we also disuss and ompare LFV exluded regions with DM
allowed ones.
We dene our standard hoie of mSugra parameters as tan β = 10, A0 = 0 and µ > 0
and use these values in all plots, unless speied otherwise. We then show our results in
the plane of the remaining two free parameters, (m0,M1/2). Fig. (2) shows in the top
panel ontours of equal dark matter density, Ωχ0
1
h2. The lines are onstant Ωχ0
1
h2 with
Ωχ0
1
h2 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2. In the bottom panel we show the range of parameters allowed by
the DM onstraint at 3 σ .l. In both ases, to the left a pure mSugra alulation, whereas
the plot to the right shows mSugra + 15-plet with MT = 10
14
GeV. In eah plot the yellow
regions are eluded either by the lighter salar tau being the LSP (to the bottom right) or
by the LEP limit on the mass of the lighter hargino (to the left), mχ+
1
≥ 105 GeV. In
addition, we show two lines of onstant lightest Higgs boson mass, mh0 = 110 GeV (dotted)
and mh0 = 114.4 GeV (dashed), as alulated by SPheno, see the disussion below.
The plots show three of the dierent allowed regions disussed in the introdution. To
the right the o-annihilation region, here the lightest neutralino and the lighter salar tau
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FIG. 2: Top: Contours of equal dark matter density (Ωχ0
1
h2) in the (m0,M1/2) plane for the
standard hoie tan β = 10, A0 = 0 and µ ≥ 0, for mSugra (left panel) and type-II seesaw
with MT = 10
14
GeV (right panel). The lines are onstant Ωχ0
1
h2 with Ωχ0
1
h2 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2.
Bottom: Range of parameters allowed by the DM onstraint at 3 σ .l. To the left: mSugra; to the
right: MT = 10
14
GeV. For a disussion see text.
are nearly degenerate in mass. The line going nearly vertially upwards at onstant M1/2
is the fous point line. The small region onneting the two lines are the remains of the
bulk region, whih has shrunk onsiderably due to the redued error bars on ΩDMh
2
after
the most reent WMAP data [5℄. The fous point line is exluded by the LEP onstraint
on the lighter hargino mass at low and moderate values of m0. It beomes allowed only at
values of m0 larger than (very roughly) 1-1.5 TeV. However, note that the exat value of m0
at whih the fous point line beomes allowed is extremely sensitive to errors in mχ+
1
, both
from the experimental bound and the error in the theoretial alulation.
Comparing the results for the pure mSugra ase to the mSugra+15-plet alulation, two
dierenes are immediately visible in g. (2). First, the fous point line is shifted towards
larger values of M1/2. This is due to the fat that for the 15-plet at M15 = 10
14
GeV the
8
neutralino is lighter than in the mSugra ase at the same value of M1/2, ompare to g.
(1). Maintaining the same relation between M1 and µ as in the mSugra ase requires a then
a larger value of M1/2. Note that for the same reason the exluded region from the LEP
bound on the hargino mass is larger than in the mSugra ase. Seond on nds that the
o-annihilation line is shifted towards smaller values of m0. The latter an be understood
from g. (3).
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FIG. 3: Allowed region for dark matter density (0.081 < Ωχ0
1
h2 < 0.129) in the (m0,M1/2) plane
for the standard hoie tan β = 10, A0 = 0 and µ ≥ 0, for ve values from MT , MT = 1014
GeV (red), to MT = 10
16
GeV (yan), to the left. To the right: Variation of the mass dierene
mτ˜1 −mχ0 (top lines) and of Ωh2 (bottom lines), as a funtion of MT for four dierent values of
m0: 0 (yan), 50 (magenta), 100 (blue) and 150 GeV (green) for one xed value of M1/2 = 800
GeV. The yellow region orresponds to the experimentally allowed DM region.
Fig. (3) shows the allowed region for the dark matter density in the (m0,M1/2) plane
for our standard hoie of other mSugra parameters for a number of dierent MT (to the
left). The plot shows how the o-annihilation line moves towards smaller values of m0 for
smaller values of MT . The plot on the right in g. (3) explains this behaviour. It shows
the variation of the mass dierene mτ˜1 −mχ0 (top lines) and of Ωh2 (bottom lines), as a
funtion of MT for four dierent values of m0: 0 (yan), 50 (magenta), 100 (blue) and 150
GeV (green) for one xed value of M1/2 = 800 GeV. The yellow region orresponds to the
experimentally allowed DM region. Co-annihilation requires a small value of mτ˜1 − mχ0 ,
typially smaller than a few GeV. With dereasing values of MT the gaugino masses run
down to smaller values faster than the slepton masses, thus eetively inreasing mτ˜1 −mχ0
in these examples with respet to mSugra. To ompensate for this eet at onstant M1/2
smaller values of m0 are required to get the mτ˜1 −mχ0 in the required range.
At this point a short disussion of the Higgs boson mass bound might be in order. LEP
exluded a light Higgs boson with SM ouplings with masses below mh ≤ 114.4 GeV [3℄.
For redued oupling of the Higgs boson to bb¯ the bound is less severe, so this bound is
not stritly valid in all of MSSM spae. More important for us, however, is the theoretial
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FIG. 4: Limits for mSugra with tan β = 10, and µ > 0 for A0 = −300 GeV (left panel) and A0 =
−500 GeV (right panel). The blue regions are allowed by the DM onstraint, for the explanation
of the bounds see g. (2) and text.
unertainty in the alulation of the lightest Higgs boson mass. SPheno alulates mh0
at two-loop level using DR renormalization. Expeted errors for this kind of alulation,
inluding a omparison of dierent publi odes, have been disussed in [64℄. As disussed in
[64, 65℄ even at the 2-loop level unertainties in the alulation of mh0 an be of the order of
3− 5 GeV. In this ontext it is interesting to note that FeynHiggs [66℄, whih alulates the
higgs masses in a diagrammati approah within the OS renormalization sheme tends to
predit higgs masses whih are systematially larger by 3−4 GeV, when ompared with the
DR alulation. We therefore showed in g. (2) two lines of onstant Higgs boson masses.
The value of mh0 = 114.4 GeV is taking the LEP bound at fae value, while the lower
value of mh0 = 110 GeV estimates the parameter region whih is exluded onservatively,
inluding the theoretial error. Sine the lightest Higgs boson mass varies slowly with m0
and M1/2, even a relatively tiny hange in mh0 of, say 1 GeV, shifts the extreme values of
the exluded region by ∼ 50 GeV in M1/2 (at small m0) and by ∼ 150 GeV in m0 (at small
M1/2).
Moreover, it is well known that the alulated Higgs boson masses are strongly dependent
on the mixing in the stop setor and thus, indiretly, on the value of A0. This is shown for
the ase of a pure mSugra alulation in g. (4). Here we show two examples for the DM
allowed region and the regions disfavoured by the Higgs boson mass bound at mh0 = 114.4
GeV and mh0 = 110 GeV. Larger negative A0 leads to a less stringent onstraint (for µ > 0).
Note, that all of the bulk region beomes allowed at A0 = −500 GeV, one the theoretial
unertainty in the Higgs boson mass alulation is taken into aount. We have heked for a
few values ofMT that for the ase of mSugra+15 the resulting Higgs boson bounds are very
similar. We thus do not repeat the orresponding plots here. Comparing the alulations
shown in g. (4) and the mSugra alulation in g. (2) with eah other, one nds that the
DM allowed regions are atually aeted very little by the hoie of A0. We have heked
that this is also the ase for mSugra + seesaw type-II.
As mentioned above the unertainty in the top mass is important for the alulation of
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FIG. 5: Logarithmially saled zoom into the fous point region. In red the allowed region for
0.081 < Ωh2 < 0.129 and in yan the allowed region due the variation of mtop = 171.2 ± 2.1 GeV.
The left panel is for mSugra ase and the right panel for MT = 10
15
GeV. The other parameters
are taken at our standard values.
the reli density. At low and moderate values of tanβ the exat value of mt aets mainly
the fous point region. As g. (2) demonstrates near the fous point line the reli density
hanges very abruptly even for tiny hanges of M1/2. This is beause a omparatively small
value of µ is required to get a suiently enhaned oupling of the neutralino to the Z0
boson. In mSugra the value of µ is determined from all other parameters by the ondition of
having orret eletro-weak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and usually leads to M1,M2 ≪ µ.
In the fous point region µ varies abruptly, points to the left of the fous point region
are usually ruled out by the fat that EWSB an not be ahieved. Sine mt is the largest
fermion mass, its exat value inuenes the value of µ required to ahieve EWSB most.
The hange of µ with respet to a hange of mt then an lead to a signiant shift in the
DM allowed region of parameter spae. This is demonstrated in g. (5), whih shows a
zoom into the fous point region for pure mSugra (to the left) and mSugra + 15 (to the
right). The variation of the top mass shown orresponds to the urrent 1 σ allowed range
[3℄. The pure mSugra is espeially sensitive to a hange of mt. At large values of m0 the
unertainty in xing M1/2 from the DM onstraint an be larger than 100 GeV in the ase
of mSugra. Given this large unertainty it would be impossible at present to distinguish the
pure mSugra ase from mSugra + seesaw, if the fous point region is the orret explanation
of the observed DM. Note, however, that in the future the top mass will be measured more
preisely. At the LHC one expets an unertainty of 1-2 GeV [67℄ at a linear ollider mt
ould be determined down to an unertainyy of 100 MeV [68℄.
We now turn to a disussion of large tanβ. At large values of tan β the width of the CP-
odd Higgs boson A beomes large, ΓA ∼MA tan2 β(m2b+m2t ), and a wide s-hannel resonane
ours in the region mχ0
1
≃ MA/2. The enhaned annihilation ross setion redues Ωχ0
1
h2
to aeptable levels, the resulting region is known as the higgs funnel region. In g. (6)
we show the allowed range of parameters in the (m0,M1/2) plane for one spei value of
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FIG. 6: Allowed region for dark matter density in the (m0,M1/2) plane for A0 = 0, µ ≥ 0 and
tan β = 45, for (from top to bottom) MT = 5× 1013 GeV (red), MT = 1014(green) and MT = 1015
GeV (blue).
tan β = 45 and three dierent values of MT . As demonstrated, the higgs funnel region
is very sensitive to the hoie of MT . It is fairly obvious that varying MT one an over
nearly all of the plane, even for xed values of all other parameters. We have alulated
the DM allowed region for various values of tan β and found that the funnel appears for all
tan β >∼ 40, approximately.
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FIG. 7: Allowed region for the dark matter density in the (m0,M1/2) plane for A0 = 0, µ ≥ 0 and
tan β = 45, for MT = 5 × 1013 GeV and (to the left) for three values of mtop = 169.1GeV (blue),
mtop = 171.2 GeV (red) and mtop = 173.3 GeV (green). To the right: The same, but varying mb.
mbot = 4.13 GeV (blue), mbot = 4.2 GeV (red) and mbot = 4.37 GeV (green).
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The strong dependene of the higgs funnel region on MT unfortunately does not imply
automatially that if large tan β is realized in nature one ould get a very sensitive indiret
measurement of the seesaw sale by determining (m0,M1/2). The reason is that the higgs
funnel is also very sensitive to the exat value of tanβ and to the values (and errors) of
the top and bottom quark mass. The latter is demonstrated in g. (7), where we show the
DM allowed range of parameters for a xed hoie of tan β and MT varying to the left (to
the right) mt (mb) within their urrent 1 σ .l. error band. The position of the funnel is
espeially sensitive to the exat value of mb. Comparing g. (7) with g. (6) one an see
that the unertainty in mb and mt urrently severely limit any sensitivity one ould get on
MT . However, future determinations of mb and mt ould improve the situation onsiderably.
For future unertainties in mt see the disussion above for the fous point region. For mb
referene [69℄ estimates that mb ould be xed to 4.17 ± 0.05 GeV, whih might even be
improved to an auray of ∆mb ≃ 16 MeV aording to [70℄.
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FIG. 8: Allowed region for dark matter density in the (m0,M1/2) plane for the standard hoie
of mSugra parameters for MT = 10
14
GeV. To the left: For one xed value of λ2 = 0.5 the allowed
range for negligibly small neutrino Yukawa ouplings (red) and YT tted to orretly explain solar
and atmospheri neutrino data (blue lines). To the right: the DM allowed range of parameters for
3 dierent values of λ2, λ2 = 0.5 (red), λ2 = 0.75 (green) and λ2 = 1 (blue). Note the logarithmi
sale.
All of the above gures have been alulated using xed values for λ1 and λ2 and negligibly
small Yukawa ouplings YT . This hoie in general does not aet the alulation of the DM
allowed regions muh. However, a fully onsistent alulation an not vary MT , YT and λ2
independently, sine this will lead to neutrino masses and angles outside the experimentally
allowed ranges. Sine YT is diagonalized by the same matrix as the eetive neutrino mass
matrix, mν , see the previous setion, the measured neutrino angles provide onstraints on
the relative size of the entries in YT . The absolute size of YT is then xed for any xed hoie
of λ2 and MT , one the neutrino spetrum is hosen to be hierarhial or quasi-degenerate.
In the numerial alulation shown in g. (8) we have hosen neutrino masses to be of
the normal hierarhial type and tted the neutrino angles to exat tri-bimaximal (TBM)
13
values [15℄, i.e. tan2 θAtm = 1, tan
2 θ⊙ = 1/2 and sin2 θR = 0. This has to be done in a
simple iterative proedure, sine the triplet parameters are dened at the high sale, whereas
neutrino masses and angles are measured at low sale. For more details on the t proedure
see [33℄.
In g. (8) to the left we show two alulations of the DM allowed regions. The allowed
range for negligibly small neutrino Yukawa ouplings is shown by the lled (red) region,
while the alulation with YT tted to orretly explain solar and atmospheri neutrino data
is the one inside the (blue) lines. Note the logarithmi sale. As demonstrated, the exat
values of YT are of minor importane for the determination of the parameter region allowed
by the DM onstraint. Slightly larger dierenes between the tted and untted alulations
are found pushing MT to larger values (see, however, below). For smaller values of MT , the
entries in YT needed to orretly explain neutrino data are smaller and, thus, YT aets the
DM allowed region even less for MT < 10
14
GeV.
In g. (8) to the right we ompare three dierent alulations for λ2, λ2 = 0.5 (red),
λ2 = 0.75 (green) and λ2 = 1 (blue), for xed hoie of other parameters. This plot serves
to show that also the exat hoie of λ2 is of rather minor importane for the determination
of the DM allowed region. Very similar results have been found for λ1, we therefore do not
repeat plots varying λ1 here.MT= 5x10
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FIG. 9: Allowed region for dark matter density in the (m0,M1/2) plane for our standard hoie
of mSugra parameters and for two values of MT : MT = 5 × 1013 (left panel) and for MT = 1014
(right panel). Superimposed are the ontour lines for the Br(µ→ eγ).
Finally, we will ompare the onstraints imposed on the parameter spae of the model
by ΩDMh
2
with the onstraints from the urrent data on non-observation of lepton avour
violating proesses. Sine LFV within the present model has been studied in some detail in
[33℄, we will not repeat all of the disussion here. Instead, here we onentrate on µ → eγ
exlusively, sine the upper bound on Br(µ→ eγ) of Br(µ→ eγ) ≤ 1.2 · 10−11 [3℄ has been
shown to provide urrently the most important onstraint.
In g. (9) we show the DM allowed parameter regions for tan β = 10 and two values of
MT , MT = 5 · 1013 GeV (to the left) and MT = 1014 GeV (to the right), for a xed hoie
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of all other parameters. Superimposed on this plot are lines of onstant branhing ratio for
Br(µ → eγ). The latter have been alulated requiring neutrino masses being hierarhial
and tted to solar and atmospheri neutrino mass squared dierenes and neutrino angles
tted to TBM values. Within the (m0,M1/2) region shown, Br(µ → eγ) an vary by
two orders of magnitude, depending on the exat ombination of (m0,M1/2), even for all
other parameters xed. The most important parameter determining Br(µ → eγ), one
neutrino data is xed, however, is MT , as an be seen omparing the gure to the left with
the plot on the right. While for MT = 10
14
GeV about half of the plane is ruled out
by the non-observation of µ → eγ, for MT = 5 · 1013 GeV with the urrent upper limit
nearly all of the plane beomes allowed. The strong dependene of µ → eγ on MT an
be understood from the analytial formulas presented in [33℄. In this paper it was shown
that Br(µ → eγ) sales very roughly as Br(µ → eγ) ∝ M4T log(MT ), if neutrino masses
are to be explained orretly. For tanβ = 10 one thus onludes that with present data
values of MT larger than (few) 10
13
GeV - (few) 1014 GeV are exluded by Br(µ→ eγ), to
be ompared with MT/λ2 <∼ 1015 GeV from the measured neutrino masses. Note, however,
that (i) the onstraint from neutrino masses is relatively independent of tan β, m0 andM1/2,
while µ → eγ shows strong dependene on these parameters; and (ii) allowing the value of
the reator angle sin2 θR to vary up to its experimental upper limit, sin
2 θR = 0.056 [14℄,
leads to larger values of Br(µ→ eγ) and thus to a tighter upper limit on MT .
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FIG. 10: Allowed region for dark matter density (0.081 < Ωχ0
1
h2 < 0.129) in the (m0,M1/2) plane
for A0 = 0, µ ≥ 0 and tan β = 45, for three values of mtop = 169.1 GeV (blue), mtop = 171.2 GeV
(red) and mtop = 173.3 GeV (green) forMT = 5×1013 (left panel) and forMT = 1014 (right panel).
Superimposed are the ontour lines for the Br(µ→ eγ).
In g. (10) we show the results for a alulation omparing dark matter and LFV in the
ase of large tanβ. Here the same onstraints as in g. (9) are shown, however for tan β = 45.
Again we show the alulation for two values of MT , sine MT is the most important free
parameter. It is known that at large values of tan β, LFV deays are enhaned due to
an enhaned hargino diagram, whih in the limit of large tanβ sales approximately as
tan2 β [26℄. Therefore, onstraints on the parameter spae from non-observation of LFV
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deays are more severe in ase of large tan β, leading to tighter upper limits on MT . This
is lear if we ompare g. (9) and g. (10), notiing the dierent sales. However, beause
of the higgs funnel region developing for large tan β, the interesting part of the parameter
spae enlarges ompensating for the larger values of the LFV deays. This an be seen in
g. (10), where for MT = 5 × 1013 GeV (left), most of the (m0,M1/2) plane is allowed by
the upper limit on Br(µ→ eγ), while for MT = 1014 GeV (right), about half of the plane
is ruled out by this limit.
We have onentrated in this paper on disussing DM in mSugra with a seesaw type-II.
Before losing this setion, we would like to briey omment on the ase of seesaw type-I. In
seesaw type-I one adds two or more singlet superelds to the superpotential of the MSSM.
These singlets have Yukawa ouplings to the standard model lepton doublet and a Majorana
mass term, but no other ouplings to any of the MSSM elds. The running of the mSugra
soft parameters in this setup is therefore only hanged by the neutrino Yukawa ouplings.
Just as in the seesaw type-II one an estimate from urrent neutrino data that the Yukawa
ouplings are order Y ν ∼ O(1) for the right-handed Majorana mass order O(1015) GeV. 3
For any MM smaller than this number, one therefore expets that the running of the soft
parameters is essentially mSugra-like. (Apart from small o-diagonal terms in m2L, whih
are exatly zero in mSugra.) This implies that also the DM regions should be very lose
to those found in the mSugra ase. We have onrmed this expetation by alulating the
DM allowed region for our standard hoie of mSugra parameters and various values of the
right-handed neutrino masses. Even for Y ν at the upper limit allowed by perturbativity
we did not nd any signiant departure from the mSugra ase. With the hindsight of the
results shown in g. (8) for the seesaw type-II this is not surprising.
One exeptional ase for the seesaw type-I has been disussed, however, reently in [56℄.
The authors of [56℄ observed that for Yukawa ouplings lose to one and a large value of
the ommon trilinear A0, say A0 = 1100 GeV, the left sneutrinos an be the next-to-LSP
(NLSP) for small-to-moderate values of m0, M1/2 and tan β. For a sneutrino NLSP nearly
degenerate with the lightest neutralino a new o-annihilation regions then shows up at small
values of m0. We have repeated this alulation with three right-handed neutrinos ([56℄ use
only one singlet supereld) and onrm the sneutrino o-annihilation region for |Y ν | ≃ O(1)
and large A0. However, in our alulation, if we insist on tting the large atmospheri
and solar angles, all of the region is exluded by upper limits on LFV deays, if we put
the matrix R of the Casas-Ibarra parameterization for the neutrino Yukawa ouplings [71℄
to the identity matrix. As has been shown in [27, 29℄, we ould, in priniple, avoid these
strong onstraints from LFV by a areful adjustments of the unknown parameters in R. We
did, however, not attempt to do a systemati study as to how R has to be hosen that the
sneutrino o-annihilation beomes onsistent with LFV deays.
3
Dierent from the seesaw type-II, where YT depends linearly on MT , however, in seesaw type-I Yukawas
sale like Y ν ∼ √MM .
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In onlusion, we have alulated the neutralino reli density in a supersymmetri model
with mSugra boundary onditions inluding a type-II seesaw mehanism to explain urrent
neutrino data. We have disussed how the allowed ranges in mSugra parameter spae hange
as a funtion of the seesaw sale. The stau o-annihilation region is shifted towards smaller
m0 for smaller values of the triplet mass MT , while the bulk region and the fous point line
are shifted towards larger values ofM1/2 forMT suiently below the GUT sale. The higgs
funnel, whih appears at large values of tanβ has turned out to be espeially sensitive to the
value ofMT . DeterminingM1/2 from the mass of any gaugino and m0 from a spartile whih
is not important for the DM alulation, one ould, therefore, get a onstraint on MT from
the requirement that the observed ΩDMh
2
is orretly explained by the alulated Ωχ0
1
h2.
On the positive side, we an remark that urrent data on neutrino masses put an upper
bound on MT of the order of O(1015) GeV. Sine this is at least one order of magnitude
smaller than the GUT sale, the harateristi shifts in the DM regions are neessarily non-
zero if our setup is the orret explanation of the observed neutrino osillation data. Even
more stringent upper limits on MT follow, in priniple, from the non-observation of LFV
deays. A smaller MT implies larger shifts of the DM region. However, the exat upper
limit on MT from LFV deays depends strongly on tan β, m0 and M1/2, and thus an be
quantied only one at least some information on these parameters is available.
On the down side, we need to add a word of aution. We have found that the DM
alulation suers from a number of unertainties, even if we assume the soft masses to be
perfetly known. The most important SM parameters turn out to be the bottom and the
top quark mass. The fous point line depends extremely sensitively on the exat value of
the top mass, the higgs funnel shows a strong sensitivity on both, mb and mt.
Finally, it is lear that quite aurate spartile mass measurements will be neessary,
before any quantitative onlusions an be taken from the eets we have disussed. Unfor-
tunately, suh aurate mass measurements might be very diult to ome by for dierent
reasons. In the fous point region all salars will be heavy, leading to small prodution ross
setion at the LHC. In the o-annihilation line with a nearly degenerate stau and a neu-
tralino, the stau deays produe very soft taus, whih are hard for the LHC to measure. And
the higgs funnel extends, depending on tanβ and MT , to very large values of (m0,M1/2), at
least partially outside the LHC reah. Nevertheless, DM provides in priniple an interesting
onstraint on the (supersymmetri) seesaw explanation of neutrino masses, if seesaw type-II
is realized in nature, a fat whih to our knowledge has not been disussed before in the
literature.
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